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END OF THE DROUGHT
Last week, Iowa State ended a 12-year drought when it got 
ranked in the AP Top 25 for the first time since 2005.
Tomorrow’s game breaks a streak even longer than that; it 
will be the first matchup between two teams in the AP Top 25 
at Jack Trice Stadium since 2002.
2002 and what could have been
The 2002 season was a rollercoaster, and Iowa State finds 
itself in a very similar position to the one it was in 15 years ago.
15 years ago, Iowa State entered its game with Nebraska at 
4-1. The only blemish on the record was a one-possession loss 
to No. 3 Florida State in the season opener in Kansas City, 
Missouri.
Iowa State’s 4-1 record led to a No. 19 ranking. When No. 
20 Nebraska came to town Sept. 28, it was the biggest home 
game of the year.
“It was a lot of hype going into the game,” said former 
defensive end and linebacker Tyson Smith, who recorded the 
third-most tackles on the team in 2002. “There was a Nebraska 
player that went on TV and guaranteed victory. He said they 
weren’t gonna let us beat them.”
Iowa State proceeded to hold Nebraska to just 2.7 yards per 
rush and 14 total points.
“Everyone had a little chip on their shoulder because we 
hadn’t beat Nebraska in quite some time,” Smith said. “We 
went into the game pretty confident and wanted to make a 
statement, and I think we did.”
Iowa State pounded Nebraska, 36-14, and got as high as No. 
9 in the AP poll that year.
And in the 15 years since that game, a ranked Iowa State 
team hasn’t played a ranked opponent at Jack Trice.
Lessons learned
“I think [the ranked vs. ranked matchup] is awesome for 
the people that have been fans here for a really long time,” said 
offensive coordinator Tom Manning.
Notice that includes fans, not players or coaches. For the 
team, this is just another game.
The task at hand for Iowa State against No. 4 TCU will be to 
replicate the success from that 2002 Nebraska game.
A win would mean Iowa State enters the final month of the 
regular season in a tie for first place in the Big 12, with the 
head-to-head tiebreaker over TCU and Oklahoma. The Cy-
clones would likely move into the top 20. They would control 
their own destiny in the Big 12 standings.
That, however, isn’t the focus for the coaching staff or the 
players.
“It’s just another football game,” said senior defensive back 
Evrett Edwards. “That’s how we’re going to approach every 
game this season, that’s how we’re going to approach this game.”
Saturday’s game is huge for Iowa State’s season as a whole 
and it’s the most meaningful home game in at least 15 years. 
That doesn’t mean the players can treat it any differently.
Iowa State has shown the ability to take care of business 
over the last three weeks, and Saturday is another opportunity 
to do that. 
TCU is 11-4 in road Big 12 games since the start of the 2014 
season, so the atmosphere at Jack Trice may make an impact, or 
it could be just another crowd TCU sends home disappointed.
In 2002, the crowd at the Nebraska game made a difference.
“It was electric,” Smith said. “Everybody was into it. The 
student section was going crazy. It was just a different feeling 
[than other games].”
But the coaches and players are sticking with the same theme; 
take it one game at a time and worry about what you can control. 
Fan expectations can’t define the team’s goals.
“We just expect to do well,” Manning said. “We expect that 
our kids give everything that they can of themselves.”
Smith commended that approach, and mentioned how it 
hurt the 2002 team.
In 2002, after starting out 6-1 and reaching the top 10, the 
Cyclones faltered down the stretch and finished 1-6 to end 
the season.
That, of course, is the challenge for Iowa State going for-
ward. While it’s nice to be ranked in the top 25 in the middle 
of the season, it’s even better to finish the season in the top 
25. Keep that momentum rolling, and Iowa State will be in a 
great position to contend for the Big 12 Championship and a 
great bowl game.
“It’s definitely easy to lose track of what the end goal is,” 
Smith said. “If they continue to keep going one game at a time, 
basically how they’re doing it starting with the Oklahoma win, 
they should be fine.”
BY AARON.MARNER
@iowastatedaily.com
15 years later Jack Trice hosts ranked matchup
 2002:  NO. 19 ISU v. NO. 20 NEBRASKA 
Score: 36-14 Iowa State
Iowa State Quarterback: Seneca Wallace
Final Record: 7-7
 2017:  NO. 25 ISU v. NO. 4 TCU
2016 Score: 41-20 TCU
Iowa State Quarterback: Kyle Kempt
Current Record: 5-2
HANNAH OLSON/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Wide receiver Marchie Murdock holds off the opponent as he runs to score a touchdown on a catch from Kyle Kempt. The 
touchdown came at the end of the third quarter in the game against Kansas on Oct. 14, 2017.
CHRIS JORGENSEN/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Iowa State receiver Allen Lazard attempts a leaping catch late 
in the game against Texas on Sept. 28, 2017.
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A few days before Iowa State’s homecoming foot-
ball game, students scramble around painted turf 
making sure to line up in the right formation.
The whistle blows and the director raises his 
hands. He suddenly drops them with a swift motion 
and 300 instruments point upward to the sky.
 is is the Iowa State University Cyclone Football 
‘Varsity’ Marching Band, the other Iowa State team 
that will perform Saturday.
Last December, the Iowa State marching band 
was announced as the recipient of a prestigious 
award.  is weekend, the award is  nally going to 
be theirs.
 e Sudler Trophy is what some call the Heisman 
trophy of marching band. In fact, the trophy is made 
by the same people that produce the Heisman.
It is given out on a biannual basis and is a trav-
eling award, meaning a school can only have it for 
the year, and recognizes the schools that are of the 
highest musical standards as well as have a strong, 
rich history of excellence.
To receive the Sudler Trophy, one must contribute 
to the advancement of performance standards across 
the nation. A university can only receive the award 
once, and only 30 have been previously awarded to 
schools in its history.
Getting selected for the Sudler Trophy is the 
result of decades, and in the case of Iowa State, over 
a century of consistent quality.
“ e band has had a history of excellence, they 
are an extremely musical ensemble … with a high 
degree of musicianship,” said Michael R. Golemo, 
director of bands at Iowa State.
The members of the band are what Christian 
Carichner, interim marching band director, said are 
central to its achievements.
“[The judges] are evaluating not only today’s 
success of the marching band but everything that 
came before it, so all the past directors, all the past 
students and alumni,” Carichner said. “It’s kind of a 
recognition of all the Cyclone spirit that they have.”
A dozen former band directors and assistant band 
directors will receive a plaque from the Sudler com-
mittee and eight decades of alumni will be playing 
with the band.
Additionally the ISU marching band was recog-
nized  ursday by Gov. Kim Reynolds.
“It’s a huge accomplishment, because it is only 
something that you can get once as a college march-
ing band and for it to be awarded, it just speaks to 
the value that the band is really as awesome as I 
thought it was,” said Rebecca Flicher, a  fth-year 
senior who also acts as a student-sta  member in 
the marching band.
Flicher has been with the band for all  ve years 
and has enjoyed seeing the band improve.
“Everyone is so excited about it and the atmo-
sphere is great because we have all worked hard for 
this,” Flicher said.
 e marching band practices Monday through 
Friday on a  eld beside the communications build-
ing in the  nal few hours of the afternoon. Often 
the band members are playing on the weekends or 
at evening games in Hilton.
“We put in a lot of time and make a lot of sac-
ri ce to represent the university in the right way,” 
Carichner said.
Junior Alex McMullen, bass drum section leader, 
sees marching band as a very close-knit group that 
grows stronger together through the constant work 
they put in.
When they are not performing at Iowa State, they 
are often helping instruct middle and high school 
musicians and playing for Iowa State events. All 
those performances, rehearsals and activities end up 
uniting the students.
“At the end of the day, we are all together, all a 
family,” McMullen said. “We establish these really 
close bonds with one another and we really have a 
close relationship at the end of the day with each 
other.”
 e marching band also has a close relationship 
with another successful Iowa State program – the 
football team.
“We have an awesome relationship with the foot-
ball team,” Carichner said. “Coach [Matt] Campbell 
is a huge supporter of the band, and Jamie Pollard 
is one of the biggest supporters of the band that we 
have ever had.”
 e marching band taught the football players the 
 ght song at the beginning of the year and Campbell 
recently started a new tradition of singing the alma 
mater with the cheerleaders, the dance squad and 
the band.
“ ey come at the end of every game and come 
sing ‘ e Bells of Iowa State’ with us, and it goes to 
show that we both respect each other and, winning 
or losing, they know we are always cheering them 
on,” Flicher said.
The success the football team is having is also 
having an effect on members of the band. A po-
tential postseason game means the marching band 
will perform for a much larger audience than just 
Iowa State fans.
“We go out there and we are the logo and repre-
sent this university in a very public way,” Carichner 
said. “ at’s a huge responsibility and I feel very 
con dent that these are exactly the kind of ambas-
sadors that Iowa State wants out in the community.”
With a national trophy in tow and a promising 
football team, Carichner and the ISU marching 
band are prepared to be the biggest ambassadors 
that Iowa State has seen in years.
BY ZACH.STREUBER
@iowastatedaily.com
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Marching band scores award
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The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Supermileage 
team is dedicated to pushing the limits of fuel e  ciency in 
an internal combustion engine.
 e team is housed in the Advanced Machinery Systems 
Laboratory (AMSL) where they design a single-seat vehicle 
that is powered by a one-cylinder Briggs & Stratton engine.
 e main design aspect of the car is centered around an 
aerodynamic shape that allows the team to achieve low drag 
coe  cients and maximize fuel e  ciency.
Dubbed “Baumgartner,” their vehicle for the 2018 season 
will be designed with carbon  ber and other lightweight com-
ponents to reduce the total weight while still being designed 
to safely house the driver of the car.
Baumgartner is the second vehicle the team has produced, 
and they plan to also work with an outside company to de-
velop a chassis for the 2019 competition.
“We’ve been in talks with certain companies in getting a 
partial chassis built for us,” said Chris Becklund, technical 
director for the team. “It would be delivered to us, and we 
would still handle the body and the drivetrain.”
 e body for the 2019 car would be comprised of carbon 
 ber to help reduce the weight of the overall vehicle. While 
 nal plans for that car are being decided, project director 
Tanner Stumm said that the main focus is on Baumgartner.
“ at car is in the future, and we’ve been trying to focus 
on Baumgartner right now,” Stumm said. “Between this car 
[Baumgartner] and last year’s car, we have a lot on our hands.”
 e competition takes place across June 7 and 8, 2018 at a 
track in Marshall, Michigan where approximately 30 teams 
from around the world compete to achieve the highest mile-
age out of their car.
Becklund stated that their team got around 800 mpg, but 
said that even that number is on the lower end.
“Some teams were getting over 4,000 mpg. It’s pretty crazy 
what some of the other teams are capable of,” Becklund said.
 e competition is run on a road course, and before the cars 
begin their runs, the fuel is weighed from each team. After 
running a number of laps, the fuel is then weighed again and 
miles per gallon is calculated from there.
One of the new additions to the car will be an improved 
steering system to allow the driver to more easily direct the 
car, Stumm said.
“Last year’s car had a steering system that was adopted 
kind of at the last minute, and wasn’t widely agreed on by the 
team,” Stumm said. “ is year’s car will have a dumbed-down 
version of what you might see on a normal passenger car, kind 
of a rack and pinion style steering system.”
A rack and pinion system allows for rotational motion, like 
that of turning a wheel, to be converted to linear motion that 
moves the wheels on a car from side to side.
 e club is relatively new to SAE, having only joined about 
four years ago. Stumm went on to explain a little on how last 
year’s car was built.
“ is one [2017 car] is very out there, in terms of shape 
and style,” Stumm said. “Everyone had an attitude of ‘let’s just 
try this and see what happens.’  e club started, from what I 
understand, in a dorm with a few guys just messing around 
and eventually joining SAE.”
 e team is looking forward to building Baumgartner for 
this season’s upcoming competition and being able to compete 
with some of the best teams across the world.
BY MITCHELL.LAFRANCE
@iowastatedaily.com
For many, college serves as an opportunity for 
exposure and as a positive path to pursue their 
dreams.
Alumni at Iowa State have proven this to be 
true through their numerous accomplishments and 
contributions to the university. Every year, these 
alumni are honored during the Iowa State University 
Alumni Association (ISUAA) awards ceremony.
 e 2017 ISUAA Honors and Awards Ceremony 
will be today at 1:15 p.m.  e awards will be given 
in alphabetical order of the colleges, followed by 
the Harold Pride Service Medallion given by the 
Memorial Union as well as the Alumni Association 
Awards.
Katie Lickteig, the director of constituent engage-
ment who oversees many of the ISUAA’s awards 
programs and events, sees the ceremony as a part-
nership between di erent university departments.
“What I think is really special about this awards 
ceremony is that it’s a partnership between all of 
the colleges, the Memorial Union, and the Alumni 
Association,” Lickteig said. “We give out our own 
separate awards and they’re all di erent nomination 
and selection processes.
“But then we all work together to have this joint 
event where we can honor all of the alumni, busi-
nesses, and friends of the university.”
The awards given by the Alumni Association 
include the Alumni Medal, Alumni Merit Award, 
Outstanding Young Alumni Award, James A. 
Hopson Volunteer Award, Impact Award and the 
Alumni Service Award.
 e premier award given at the ceremony is the 
Alumni Medal which honors long, loyal service to 
the university.  is year, Jay G. Chapman and Karen 
Heldt-Chapman, along with Martha Lagomarcino 
Gleason, will be receiving this award.
 is year’s Impact Award, which recognizes in-
dividuals, businesses, organizations or units whose 
programs or accomplishments brought recognition 
to the university, will be given to Constance P. Har-
grave and Georges M. Niang.
Niang will be the youngest alumni to receive an 
award at the ceremony this year, but will not be at 
the ceremony.
“We had the award printed early and were able 
to give it to [Georges] then. He did a Facebook live 
[stream] Q&A. So that was nice that we got a little 
bit of time with him over the summer,” Lickteig said.
Each separate college — College of Business, 
College of Design, College of Engineering, College 
of Agriculture and Life Sciences, College of Human 
Sciences, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and 
College of Veterinary Medicine — will be giving 
out awards at the event today, as well.
 e dean of each college will present the awards 
and read about the recipients.
 e ceremony, which will be streamed live on the 
Alumni Association website lasts typically around 
an hour and a half. For more information about this 
year’s recipients, visit the ISU Alumni Association 
website.
Alumni to be honored at awards ceremony
BY WILLA.COLVILLE
@iowastatedaily.com
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COURTESY OF SAE
SUPERMILEAGE TEAM
The future design for the car 
the Supermileage team plans 
to build for next year, the 
“Baumgartner,” will feature 
lightweight components and an 
improved steering system.
CLUBS
Supermileage 
pushes the 
limits
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OCT. 25
An officer checked on the welfare of an individual at Geof-
froy Hall (reported at 2:04 a.m.).
An individual reported the theft of food items at Union Drive 
Community Center (reported at 9:24 a.m.).
An individual reported damage to a bicycle at Friley Hall 
(reported at 12:23 p.m.).
An individual reported damage to a door at 125 University 
Village (reported at 2:03 p.m.).
Bradley Owen Sharp, age 18, of 212 Beyer Ct Unit 3354 - 
Ames, IA, was cited for possession of a controlled substance 
and possession of drug paraphernalia at Friley Hall (reported 
at 11:10 p.m.). 
Elijah Zion Williams, age 18, of 212 Beyer Court Unit 3354 - 
Ames, IA, was cited for possession of alcohol under the legal 
age at Friley Hall (reported at 11:10 p.m.).
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CORRECTIONS
CAMPUS
CROSSWORD
Complete the 
grid so each row, 
column and 3-by-
3 box (in bold 
borders) contains 
every digit, 1 to 
9. For strategies 
on how to solve 
Sudoku, visit 
www.sudoku.
org.uk
SUDOKU BY  THE MEPHAM GROUP
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•Windows
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ACROSS
1 Bart’s mom
6 Pooch in
whodunits
10 Super-fast fliers,
briefly
14 Multiple choice
options
15 Tater
16 Poi base
17 City on Spain’s
Southwestern
coast
18 School semester
19 Some Neruda
poems
20 Collegian’s
specialty
23 Take home the
trophy
24 ’70s-’80s TV role
for Robin
Williams
25 Bawl out
28 Make illegal
29 “Love __ Madly”:
Doors hit
30 Actor Wallach
31 “I __ sorry”
34 TV athletic award
37 Surgical beam
39 Retire
42 Practical joke
43 Prince William’s
alma mater
44 Chooses, with
“for”
45 Escape
46 Sound system
part
48 Lid for a lad
50 Rio Grande city
52 City north of
Pittsburgh
54 Tank or tee
57 Kitchen
appliance
60 Turn over
62 Reagan
secretary of
state
63 Megastars
64 In excess of
65 Footwear insert
66 Former midsize
Pontiac named
for a native
Mexican
67 Cancún cash
68 Tiff
69 Skeptical
DOWN
1 Colorful parrot
2 Counters with
beads
3 Flying ’50s film
monster
4 Graph paper
design
5 Itchy skin
inflammation
6 Up and about
7 Bit of dust
8 Gang land
9 Look up to
10 Casual vodka
order
11 Prepares for the
cattle drive
12 Three, in Turin
13 Distress letters
21 “Water Lilies”
painter Claude
22 Ranks below
marquises
26 Fully attentive
27 Loses energy
28 Timely benefit
29 Source of a shot
31 Orchard tree
32 Work on a wall
33 Cattle drive
concerns
35 Ladder lead-in
36 Greenhouse
container
38 Physics particle
40 Decree in
imperial Russia
41 Practical joke
47 Coffeehouse
orders
49 Old reception aid
51 Last Olds made
52 Writer Jong
53 “Correctomundo!”
54 Govt. security
55 One with an
unsettling look
56 Irritating
58 One may be on
a woodpile
59 Wood-shaping
tool
60 Badge bearer
61 One who
succumbed to a
serpent
Monday’s Puzzle Solved
By Gail Grabowski and Bruce Venzke 4/1/14
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22 Ranks below
marquises
26 Fully attentive
27 Loses energy
28 Timely benefit
29 Source of a shot
31 Orchard tree
32 Work on a wall
33 Cattle drive
concerns
35 Ladder lead-in
36 Greenhouse
container
38 Physics particle
40 Decree in
imperial Russia
41 Practical joke
47 Coffeehouse
orders
49 Old reception ai
51 Last Olds made
52 Writer Jong
53 “Correctomundo!”
54 Govt. security
55 One with an
unsettling look
56 Irritating
58 One may be on
a woodpile
59 Wood-shaping
tool
60 Badge bearer
61 One who
succumbed to a
serpent
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The Iowa State Daily welcomes comments and suggestions 
or complaints about errors that warrant correction. To submit 
a correction, please contact our editor at 515-294-5688 or via 
email at editor@iowastatedaily.com.
 SUSTAINABILITY DAY BRINGS COMMUNITY TO CAMPUS
Over 35 groups and businesses showcased their sustainable differences on Thursday at the Sustainability Day at Parks 
Library. They provided tips, tricks and opportunities to add more “green” to student’s daily lives.
FEATURE PHOTO
NATE CAMM/ IOWA STATE DAILY
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The last time Iowa State was pitted in match-
up against a top five team, it upset then-No. 
3 Oklahoma in Norman. This weekend, the 
Cyclones welcome No. 4 TCU to Ames as 
both teams battle for first place in the Big 12 
standings.
TCU (7-0, 4-0 Big 12) is another high-pow-
ered offense in the Big 12 that the Cyclones 
will have to try and tame, just like they did 
against Texas Tech last weekend. However, 
there is one difference between the Red 
Raiders offense and the Horned Frogs offense: 
Kenny Hill.
The only Kenny Hill-like quarterback the 
Iowa State defense has faced was Baker May-
field and they were able to shut him down 
with a suffocating defense. But it is hard to 
contain a quarterback that can create a play 
from nothing.
Hill has done just that as he has rushed for 
190 yards and two touchdowns. And it’s even 
tougher when there are potent running backs 
behind him.
“They are [balanced],” said defensive coordi-
nator Jon Heacock. “That’s why they’re ranked 
where they are. Tremendous from front to back 
and inside to outside.”
But Hill also has the ability to stay in the 
pocket and rip a bullet downfield to his receiv-
ers. Passing, Hill has 15 touchdowns to three 
interceptions and averages 246.9 yards per 
game. The TCU receiving corps boasts four 
players over 200 yards, including one over 300 
yards. John Diarse leads that group with 342 
yards, but Jalen Reagor leads the group with 
four touchdowns.
However, for the Iowa State defense, it 
seems as if it gets better as the game goes on. 
Early against Texas Tech the defense sputtered 
at times, but once in the third quarter and once 
in the fourth quarter, they held their ground 
and forced two turnovers on downs.
“You hope it does [get better as the game 
goes on] just because of repetitions and all 
that stuff,” Heacock said. “The more you play, 
the more reps, you get some consistency in to 
what’s happening and what they’re doing.”
The Iowa State defense will have its hands 
full with the Horned Frogs, but it was just 
last week that Marcel Spears Jr. was named 
the Big 12 Defensive Player of the Week after 
recording seven tackles and a pick-six that 
went 61 yards and was ultimately the dagger 
to Texas Tech.
Flip to the Cyclones side of the ball and 
again, it is Kyle Kempt leading the charge 
for an offense that has scored a tremendous 
amount of points with their former third string 
quarterback. Against Texas Tech, Kempt threw 
for 192 yards and three touchdowns, but he 
also threw his first interception.
“Their coaches will have a great scheme for 
our offense,” said senior wide receiver Allen 
Lazard. “It will be one heck of a game.”
The TCU defense has a tough task ahead 
GAME INFO TCUHORNED FROGS(7-0, 4-0 Big 12)IOWA STATE CYCLONES(5-2, 3-1 Big 12)
WHEN: Oct. 28 | 2:30 p.m.
WHERE: Jack Trice Stadium
WATCH: ABC/ESPN2
LISTEN: Cyclone Radio Network | 
KASI 1430* (AM) & KCCQ 105.1* 
(FM)
(Available in the Ames area only)
STADIUM INFO: 
•	 All gates will open 90 minutes 
before kickoff.
•	 Student must enter through 
the East Gate.
•	 Re-entry to the stadium will be 
allowed up until the start of the 
4th quarter. Tickets must be 
scanned upon exit and re-en-
try.
TCU
(7-0, 4-0 Big 12)
LOCATION: Fort Worth, Texas
CONFERENCE: Big 12
HEAD COACH: Gary Patterson | 
156-54 in his 17th season at TCU
QUICK HITS:
•	 TCU allows just 80.7 rushing yards 
per game, the best in the Big 12. 
Iowa State is second with 120.4 
rushing yards per game allowed.
•	 TCU is ranked No. 4 nationally and 
Iowa State is ranked No. 25. This 
is the first matchup between two 
ranked teams at Jack Trice Stadium 
since 2002.
OPPONENT INFO
PREVIEW
BY JACK.MACDONALD
@iowastatedaily.com
TCU hops 
into Ames
EMILY BLOBAUM/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Iowa State wide receiver Allen Lazard runs with the ball during the Cyclones’ 
45-0 win over Kansas on Oct. 14, 2017. Lazard has 200 career receptions to 
his name after this game.
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BY THE NUMBERS
TOTAL POINTS THIS SEASON
YARDS PER GAME THIS SEASON
TCU
466.3
TCU
291
ISU
245
ISU
400.4
Graphics by Peter Lemken/Iowa State Daily
AROUND THE BIG 12
NO. 11 OKLAHOMA STATE @ 
NO. 22 WEST VIRGINIA
TEXAS @ BAYLOR
KANSAS STATE @ KANSAS
NO. 4 TCU @ NO. 25 IOWA STATE
TEXAS TECH @ NO. 10 OKLAHOMA
WHEN: 11 a.m. Saturday
WHERE: Milan Puskar Stadium | 
Morgantown, West Virginia
WATCH: ABC
WHEN: 2:30 p.m. Saturday
WHERE: Jack Trice Stadium, Ames, Iowa
WATCH: ABC/ESPN2
WHEN: 11 a.m. Saturday
WHERE: McLane Stadium | Waco, Texas
WATCH: ESPNU
WHEN: 2 p.m. Saturday
WHERE: Memorial Stadium |
 Lawrence, Kansas
WATCH: FSN
WHEN: 7 p.m. Saturday
WHERE: Memorial Stadium |
Norman, Oklahoma
WATCH: ABC/ESPN2
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Bach • Yamaha • Selmer • Buffet
Conn • Fender • Schecter • Takamine
AMES
327 Main St.
515.233.4203
www.riemanmusic.com
Ames Full-Service Music Store
GOOD COP
vs. BAD COP
I think my eyes are playing 
tricks on me. The Iowa State 
Cyclones are the No. 25 team 
in the country. 
Well, I guess the ranking is 
real because I didn’t wake up 
after pinching myself. 
This Iowa State team is 
good and deserve their top 
25 ranking. However, that 
ranking won’t last long because 
Iowa State takes on the No. 
4 TCU.
I know it ’s homecoming 
week and all, however, TCU is 
just better. Junior quarterback 
Kenny “Trill” Hill has finally 
found consistent play this year 
and has so far led the Horned 
Frogs to a perfect 7-0 record. 
While “The Trill” has been 
good, he isn’t the only offensive 
star on the Horned Frogs’ ros-
ter.  TCU has a great running 
back duo in Darius Anderson 
and Kyle Hicks. 
Head coach Gary Patter-
son is known for producing 
high-quality, aggressive units 
that completely shutdown 
opponent’s offenses. 
Now, the Cyclones could 
pull off the upset, but TCU 
looks better than Iowa State.
Head coach Matt Campbell 
may not be gone like Kirk 
Herbstreit said he is. But Iowa 
State’s top-25 ranking will 
after this weekend.
FINAL
TCU 56 | ISU 28
It’s homecoming weekend. 
That means themed dress-
up days, parade floats and a 
ranked matchup between No. 
25 Iowa State and No. 4 TCU.
Wait, what?
If you had told me Iowa 
State would be ranked eight 
weeks into the college football 
season, I would have called you 
insane. 
This Iowa State team is 
good. But, so is TCU. The team 
is No. 4 for a reason. Their 
defense is a Gary Patterson 
vintage, aggressive and adept at 
nullifying an opposing team’s 
strengths. 
Their offense is no slouch 
either. Junior quarterback 
Kenny “Trill” Hill, a Texas 
A&M transfer has continued 
his sparkling play through each 
of TCU’s seven wins. 
The most important match-
up to watch for, though, will be 
cult hero Kyle Kempt against 
the TCU secondary. David 
Montgomery will get his yards, 
and TCU will key in on him. 
The Horned Frogs have 
seven interceptions this year 
and two pick-sixes. They’ll be 
out for blood, but Kempt has 
played well so far, and can give 
the Cyclones the edge.
Will they? I sure think 
so. W il l  i t  be  c lose  and 
nerve-wracking? Absolutely.  
 
  FINAL
ISU 28 | TCU 27
BY GARRETT.KROEGER
@iowastatedaily.com
BY NOAH.ROHLFING
@iowastatedaily.com
THE PICK
Iowa State vs. TCU
TCU 21, Iowa State 14
Iowa State is ranked for the first time since 2005. It has been a long time since 
Iowa State has been a part of a ranked vs. ranked game. I don’t think they’ll be able 
to prevail.
The Cyclones are definitely a team to keep eyes on heading into the last few 
weeks of the regular season, but the TCU Horned Frogs are possible National 
Championship contenders.
Iowa State has been able to prove its worthy of a spot in the top 25 and they will 
continue to this homecoming weekend. The Cyclones will keep it close, so they can 
maintain a spot on the top 25, but the Horned Frogs will come out with the victory 
and continue the undefeated season.
TCU 27, Iowa State 17
Iowa State has a chance to enter November in a first place tie for the Big 12 with 
the head-to-head tiebreaker advantage over Oklahoma and TCU.
Wait, what? The only thing standing in the way of that ridiculous statement 
coming true is Saturday’s game vs. No. 4 TCU. If Iowa State can pull off the upset, it 
might be a bigger win than the win at then-No. 3 Oklahoma earlier this year simply 
because of the Big 12 ramifications.
I don’t think the Cyclones will pull it off. Gary Patterson doesn’t like to lose on the 
road. TCU is 11-4 (73 percent) in road Big 12 games since the start of 2014, so Jack 
Trice Stadium might not make for much of an advantage.
TCU is the favorite on Saturday for a reason. Give me the Horned Frogs by a 
couple scores.
Iowa State 24, TCU 21
I have lost sleep over this decision, and of course because of studying for exams. 
But, nonetheless, I am confident that Iowa State can upset TCU. For starters, this is 
the first time Iowa State has been ranked since 2005 and if that doesn’t give you all 
the momentum in the world, then I don’t know what does.
And then there is the fact that it is homecoming week. If I were an Iowa State 
football player, I would be all jacked up and ready to rough up some Horned Frogs. 
Statistically, Iowa State has the defensive edge, which proved to be very important 
in the Texas Tech win.
TCU may have the offensive advantage, but time and time again Kyle Kempt has 
proven to us that he is no joke. This will be a close one, but the Cyclones come out 
victorious.
TCU 38, Iowa State 34
There’s no doubt the Cyclones have been in a roll the last few weeks, propelling 
themselves into the top 25, but I think TCU will spoil homecoming this weekend.
Iowa State’s offense has looked great since the Texas game, and I think that will 
continue for them this weekend. But I think TCU’s offense will just be too much for 
Iowa State, especially if they continue from their rolling of Kansas last weekend.
Iowa State will put up a good fight, and it might be one of their better fought 
losses of the year, but at the end of the day the Horned Frogs are just too good.
Sports Editor
Sports Editor
Sports Editor
News Editor of 
Academics
BRIAN MOZEY
AARON MARNER
JACK MACDONALD
TRISTAN WADE
(5-2)
(3-4)
(3-4)
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FROM SLAPSHOTS 
TO PUNTING
Simply put, Colin Downing is an elite punter. But 
the funny thing is, punting wasn’t his first love — it 
was hockey.
“First of all, football wasn’t even my first sport, 
it was hockey,” Downing said. “I was always going 
to be a hockey player.”
Growing up in the Milwaukee suburbs, Downing 
skated for the Milwaukee Winter Club youth teams. 
It’s often where some of the top skaters go from the 
Milwaukee area. And according to Downing, it was 
a sport in which he excelled.
In fact, he excelled in it so much that in the 
summer, he would skate with the Milwaukee Jr. 
Admirals. The Jr. Admirals are one of a few elite ice 
hockey programs in the state of Wisconsin, fortu-
nately for Downing, they were right in his backyard.
When Downing was younger, football was his 
fall sport and hockey was his winter sport. But, at 
some point, one was going to have to be put on the 
back burner if he wanted to reach his goal of being 
a Division I athlete.
“[To play Division I], that was always the dream 
of mine,” Downing said.
And, to reach that goal, hockey was put to the 
side and football moved into the spotlight. Hockey 
was still there, but as Downing put it, it was just a 
means of conditioning in the winter.
A big contributing reason to the decision to 
focus on football was the fact that his high school, 
Whitefish Bay, had just churned out a duo of star 
punters, Will and Chris Hagerup.
Chris, the elder Hagerup, graduated from White-
fish Bay seven years prior to Downing, but Will 
Hagerup graduated only four years before Downing. 
And eager not to be the forgotten punter from 
Whitefish Bay, Downing watched everything Will 
Hagerup did.
“Will Hagerup was kind of my mentor growing 
up,” Downing said. “He taught me how to punt — 
he basically taught me a lot of the things I know 
today.”
And what Will Hagerup taught Downing really 
payed off in high school for the current Iowa State 
senior. Downing, a decorated high school punter, 
was a first-team All-State punter his senior year and 
averaged 43.2 yards per punt. Not to forget his first 
love, he also captained his high school hockey team.
The punting path really lit up for Downing the 
summer of his sophomore year of high school, as 
he started to enroll in more punting camps, rather 
than hockey camps.
His junior season, Downing attended a punting 
camp for the nationally renowned and former Iowa 
State kicker, Jamie Kohl. At that camp, Downing 
competed against seniors that were supposed to be 
much better than him, but he quickly showed his 
superior talents to Kohl. He won the competition 
and really started to feel as if punting could earn 
him a Division I scholarship.
“I actually won the punting competition, so it was 
kind of like ‘okay I can compete with all these guys 
on this level,’” Downing said. “And there were kids 
that were seniors there, so it was pretty cool and it 
kind of gave me a ton of confidence. That’s a really 
big reason why I’m [at Iowa State].”
Now at Iowa State, Downing has etched his name 
into Cyclone history as he has been a starter since 
his very first year in Ames.  In his first college game, 
he booted a 56-yard punt against North Dakota 
State. From then on, Downing was ‘the man.’
And seven games into his senior year, Downing 
is considered one of the best punters in the nation. 
For three seasons in a row, he has been named to 
the Ray Guy Watch List, an award that is annually 
handed out to the nations best punter.
“But what he’s done and his ability to sustain 
himself — again, he’s a senior, you hope your seniors 
are playing their best football by the time they get 
to their senior year — there’s a guy that’s having an 
outstanding year, really just proud of him, I think 
it all starts with him,” said coach Matt Campbell. 
“That sets the tone [for the punt team].”
From a defensive standpoint, Downing and the 
rest of the special teams guys have been a huge 
asset to the Cyclones. Just two weekends ago, they 
harassed Kansas for a muffed punt recovery and 
a punt that went a whopping negative two yards.
Just how good of a senior season is Downing 
having?
He has averaged 42.91 yards per punt and has 
booted a season-best 61-yard punt. Downing has 
also been credited with 15 punts inside the 20-yard 
line and eight punts over 50 yards.
“As a defensive coach, there is three things that 
really help your defense and none of them have any-
thing to do with defense,” said defensive coordinator 
Jon Heacock. “It’s field position, the special team 
guys, your offense taking care of the football and the 
turnover margin and just the time of possession.”
And when TCU comes to Ames on Saturday 
with arguably the best punt returner in the nation, 
Downing is up for the task and quite honestly, is 
up for any task thrown his way.
“[He’s] probably the best returner in the country. 
I’m a competitive guy, I love a challenge and people 
would want to tell me that I won’t be able to punt 
well this week or you know what are you going to 
do to prevent a big return?” Downing said. “Well, 
I’m going to work my ass off all week and we’ll see 
what happens.”
with the Cyclones’ offense, but the Horned Frogs 
rank No. 11 in total defense per game and allow just 
291.3 yards per game. That’s well below the 400.4 
yards the Cyclones’ offense averages.
“They do an awesome job, they’re really fast, 
they’re quick, they move and I think they’re as well 
coached as any defense you’re going to see,” said 
offensive coordinator Tom Manning. “They know 
that they’re really quick and they also know that in 
some positions they’re not the biggest and they do 
a great job of rolling coverage’s at times.”
Lazard also recognized the Horned Frogs’ defen-
sive speed and noted that they will need to get the 
ball to the perimeter and get good blocking, then 
that will be to their advantage.
Despite the size difference, the TCU defense has 
aided in the 7-0 start to their season and can stack 
up with any offense. And for the Cyclones’ offense to 
have a productive day, David Montgomery will most 
likely need another game changing performance.
Against Texas Tech, Montgomery rushed for 164 
yards on 28 carries, both of which were season-highs 
for the sophomore running back.
And for Iowa State, this is the first ranked game 
in Ames since 2002, but for the Cyclones, it’s just 
another game in the 2017 season.
“We’re 5-2 and that’s what we are right now, 
we’re 5-2,” Manning said. “And we have to play the 
next game.”
COLIN DOWNING EXCELS AT IT ALL BY JACK.MACDONALD@iowastatedaily.com
EMILY BLOBAUM/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Iowa State punter Colin Downing kicks the ball downfield during the annual CyHawk football game Sept. 9, 2017. The Cyclones fell to the Hawkeyes 44-41.
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When the UNLV Skatin’ Rebels come to Ames to 
take on the Cyclone Hockey team, they’ll be doing 
so without one of their most important members.
Nick Robone, the team’s lead assistant coach, 
won’t be making the trip over as he recovers from a 
gunshot wound in his chest that left his lung badly 
bruised and forced him to spend multiple days in 
the hospital and ICU.
The wound was a result of the recent mass shoot-
ing that took place in Las Vegas at the Route 91 
Harvest Festival, which left 58 people dead and over 
400 injured. Robone had gotten tickets as a gift from 
his parents, and was hit by one of the bullets while 
watching the Jason Aldean concert.
Luckily, Robone had friends and family at the 
concert and was quickly helped by his brother 
Anthony Robone, a firefighter, and his friend Billy 
Tufano. He was transported to the hospital via 
ambulance shortly afterward.
“They [Anthony Robone and Billy Tufano] were 
calm, they knew what to do and they handled that 
situation amazing,” Robone said.
While in the hospital, Robone experienced an 
outpouring of support that he says overwhelmed 
him. This support came not only from those closest 
to him, but from hundreds of complete strangers in 
his own community and in the hockey community, 
Las Vegas and beyond.
At last check, a GoFundMe page that was set up 
for Nick Robone by a family friend Joshua Anselmo 
has raised over $67,000 to help pay for expenses 
related to his injury. Additionally, the UNLV hockey 
team has also been selling t-shirts with the hashtags 
#RoboneStrong and #VegasStrong written on them, 
again with all proceeds being donated to help fund 
Robone’s recovery.
On top of that, many people from around the 
game of hockey have reached out on social media to 
offer their support. From Vegas hockey players and 
residents, to other ACHA teams and media person-
alities, to even NHL players and the Vegas Golden 
Knights have joined in offering their support of Nick 
Robone with the hashtag #RoboneStrong.
“For me, I understand how small the hockey 
community is here in Vegas and just in general, but 
I also understand how powerful it is and how will-
ing it is to help,” Robone said. “I can’t thank those 
people enough.”
The hockey community back here in Ames, Iowa, 
is no different, and Cyclone Hockey players and 
coaches are making plans to show their support for 
Robone and Las Vegas as well when the two teams 
meet this homecoming weekend. While the series 
will no doubt be a hard fought battle between two 
top 15 teams, Cyclone captain Kody Reuter says 
that the team knows what ultimately important and 
that the UNLV players will be in their thoughts, 
regardless of what happens on the ice.
“Obviously we want to make them feel like they’re 
at home, our prayers are with them,” Reuter said. 
“The hockey community is a very close group, and 
we hope everyone on their team is okay and that 
[Nick Robone] is okay.”
Cyclone Hockey head coach Jason Fairman 
also added that the team is planning on honoring 
the victims of the shooting during the series this 
weekend. While he hasn’t reached out to Robone 
personally and didn’t get into specifics on what 
would be done, Fairman said he wanted to show his 
solidarity and support in what he thought would be 
a more appropriate setting.
“We’ll recognize that by doing an event this 
weekend, so that’s our way that we can help,” Fair-
man said.
Bigger than the result of any hockey game, the 
thing Robone said he’s taken away from his experi-
ence is how important it is to talk about it. It’s hard 
for Robone to relive that night, but he knows how 
necessary it is for him to do so.
“I want to be able to do it, and I’ve done it enough 
now to where it’s something of a pride thing for me,” 
Robone said. “I take pride in being able to tell [my 
story], and I’m also very fortunate to be alive so for 
me it’s like one of those things where I feel like I 
have to, whether I’m comfortable with it or not.”
He went on to say, “I’ve seen people deteriorate 
from [not talking about it] and I’d hate to see that 
now. So for me, I want to get a positive story out 
there, be able to help as much as I can and encourage 
people to go out there and get help if needed.”
Robone also wants to use this whole experience as 
an opportunity to give back to the community. He 
doesn’t know exactly what he wants to do yet, but 
he knows that whatever he does, it’ll all start with 
helping children. 
He’s a big believer in doing the small things right, 
so Robone hopes that smaller acts of charity, such as 
holding youth hockey camps, could eventually turn 
into something bigger.
Finally, Robone also encourages others to give 
back as well if they’re able to, adding that if anyone 
reading wants to help that he recommends donating 
to the Gofundme page of Steve Sisolak, the Clark 
County Commission Chair of Las Vegas. As of right 
now, the page has over $10.8 million donated, with 
all proceeds going toward relief and support for 
victims and their families. Even if one can’t donate 
financially, Robone says there are other ways that 
people can help.
“There are things that you can do on social me-
dia,” Robone said. “Reaching out to some of the 
people that were injured, I mean there’s lists beyond 
lists, and those people I know for a fact when they 
reached out to me, it made me feel really good.”
It isn’t the grandest gesture in the world, Robone 
knows, but it’s something simple that can help those 
going through even the most trying of times heal. 
Again, he’s a big believer in the little things.
“Those type of things, even though they’re so 
small, they make an impact,” Robone said.
BY SPENCER.SUCKOW
@iowastatedaily.com
Hockey goes 
#RoboneStrong
COURTESY OF NICK ROBONE
Coach Nick Robone (left) and Anthony Robone (right) went to the Route 91 Harvest Festival.
Visiting coach recalls night 
of shooting in Vegas
“I take pride in being able to tell 
[my story], and I’m also very for-
tunate to be alive...” 
— Nick Robone, UNLV assistant coach
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Experience
culture with
RESPECT
Cultural appropriation is an especially hot topic right now. 
People seem to constantly push the boundary between cul-
tural appreciation and appropriation, especially during Hal-
loween. When this leads to overstepping and outrage the 
question is, are people being offensive or appreciative?
The answer is both. There are definitely people who are not 
respectful of certain cultures and what they hold sacred. But, 
there are also people who just enjoy another culture and want 
to be able to express themselves without causing drama.
I admire cultural dress. I don’t want to sexualize or disrespect 
it. I want to appreciate and experience its beauty. For example, 
I think Indian clothing and jewelry is beautiful. Sure, I would 
love to get a chance to wear it, and when would be a better time 
than Halloween? But, I find myself hesitating.
I am extremely privileged compared to those living in India, 
where the poverty rate is approximately 22 percent compared 
to the United States’ 4.5 percent. They also are dealing with a 
sexual violence problem, and sexualizing their culture would 
be insensitive. I don’t want to give the impression that I think 
their culture is a costume.
Obviously, I wouldn’t wear a bindi, darken my skin, make it 
overtly sexual or make a joke about the state of their country. I 
think if you have good intentions and are aware of what you’re 
doing then you should be able to experience another culture 
in this way.
We are able to experience other parts of cultures, like food, 
travel, music, movies and art. So, I think now is the time to start 
appreciating cultural apparel and understanding its significance.
Enjoy your freedom of expression, but be aware of what you 
are wearing and what it means.
For example, Native American women have the highest rates 
of rape and assault, so going out in a bra and headdress might 
not be the right move. Before you binge drink while wearing 
Native American dress, know that 1 in 10 Native American 
deaths are alcohol related. And, know that headdresses should 
only be worn if earned, so unless you’ve done something brave 
and honorable for each feather you probably shouldn’t wear one. 
Being a sexy geisha is also a bad idea considering that Asian 
women are constantly sexualized and fetishized. Don’t do black-
face, whiteface, yellowface, brownface or any face not your own.
Be smart about your costume this year. Cultures are meant 
to be experienced and enjoyed. I think that in America, which 
is known for being a melting pot, people should be encouraged 
to appreciate other cultures, but should also be responsible in 
order to avoid offense or conflict.
Democracy is defined by Merri-
am-Webster as “government in which 
the supreme power is vested in the 
people and exercised by them directly 
or indirectly through a system of repre-
sentation usually involving periodical-
ly held free elections.” In other words, 
voting is essential, the sine qua non of 
democracy. Voting should therefore be 
encouraged, supported and made ac-
cessible to as many people as are eligi-
ble to vote.
Democracy is not defined by your 
posture when a national anthem is played 
at a football game, it is not defined by 
where your hand is during a flag-raising, 
it is not defined by how enthusiastically 
you say the pledge of allegiance.  Democ-
racy is defined by citizens’ right to vote, 
which means voting is the most patriotic 
thing a citizen can do.
Unfortunately, many people do not 
vote. Presidential elections, which have 
the highest participation rates, seldom 
have turnouts above 60 percent of the 
voting age population. Local and state 
elections have far lower turnouts. So 
what is the government doing to encour-
age more people to exercise this duty, 
which is fundamental to our way of life?
Several states, usually under Repub-
lican legislatures, have recently made 
voting laws more restrictive. The options 
for making voting difficult are numerous. 
For instance, one can make the laws 
more confusing, requiring more ID 
than students or lower-income people 
or non-drivers might have. Another 
tactic is to have fewer machines so the 
wait is longer. 
The Brennan Center found locations 
where college students or minorities 
vote have significantly longer lines than 
polling places where older white voters 
are registered.
Wisconsin, a state that historically had 
relatively high voter turnout, deterred 
approximately 17,000 residents living 
in only two counties from voting in the 
2016 election because of the confusing 
nature of its new voter restriction law. 
Trump won the state by fewer than 
23,000 votes.
Iowa’s new voter restriction law is a 
morass of changes and inequities. Same-
day registration is possible, but is be-
coming more difficult, and the rules will 
change each year of the next two years. 
Rather than dwell on those still-fluid 
changes, we advise you to register. Go to 
the county auditor in Nevada or the local 
Department of Motor Vehicle office. The 
deadline is Oct. 27 at 5 p.m.  Voting is 
your right; don’t let that right be eroded 
or reduced.
Register to vote, avoid deference
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 CULTURAL APPROPRIATION:
An act or instance of taking another culture.
 CULTURAL APPRECIATION:
Full awareness or understanding of another culture.
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 » One 16 1/2-ounce roll refrigerated 
sugar cookie dough
 » 1/4 cup sugar
 » 1 cup cherry pie filling
 » 1 cup powdered sugar
 » 1/4  cup heavy whipping cream
 » 1 teaspoon vanilla extract
 » 2 cans store-bought crescent 
rolls
 » 1 cup cherry pie filling
 » 1 cup confectioners sugar
 » 1/4 cup heavy whipping cream
 » 1 teaspoon vanilla extract
 » 24 Nilla Wafers
 » Two 8-ounce sticks cream cheese, 
softened
 » 3/4 cup sugar
 » 1 tablespoon lemon juice
 » 1 teaspoon vanilla extract
 » 1 can chilled cherry pie filling
Heat oven to 350°F and spray mini 
muffin pan with non-stick cooking spray. 
Divide cookie dough in half and cut half 
into 12 slices. Roll each slice into a ball. 
Roll ball into sugar and place into mini 
muffin pan. Bake for 10-12 minutes. 
Remove from oven. Gently press down 
the center of each cookie with a spoon, 
creating an indentation. Fill each cookie 
with one tablespoon of cherry pie filling. 
Combine confectioners sugar, cream and 
vanilla extract until smooth. Return to 
oven, bake an additional 3-5 minutes. 
Cool for five minutes. Drizzle glaze over 
cookies.
Recipe from lemontreedwelling.com
Heat over to 375°F. Line baking sheet 
with parchment paper and separate cres-
cent roll dough into triangles. Place one 
tablespoon of cherry pie filling at the base 
of triangle, and gently roll up. Bake 10-12 
minutes. While turnovers are baking, pre-
pare glaze. Combine confectioners sugar, 
cream and vanilla extract until smooth. 
Pour glaze over hot turnovers.
Recipe courtesy of lemon-sugar.com
Heat oven to 350°F. Line muffin tins 
with liners. Place one wafer in each of 
the cupcake papers. Mix softened cream 
cheese and sugar in a large bowl until 
smooth. Mix in one egg at a time. Mix 
in lemon juice and vanilla extract. Fill 
cupcake liners with cream cheese mixture 
until 3/4 full. Bake for 12-15 minutes. Cool 
for five minutes. Top each cheesecake with 
one tablespoon of cherry pie filling.
CHERRY PIE COOKIE CUPS
EASY CHERRY TURNOVERS
MINI CHERRY CHEESECAKES
BY MANICHANH.NAONADY
@iowastatedaily.com
A twist on tradition
RECIPES
Try a new take on Iowa State’s cherry desserts
State Treasurer Michael L. Fitzgerald’s
 10/17
Ames
Abbott K C, Unknown                                               2017023168  
Abdulkarim Alghunaim, 111 Lynn Ave Unit 605       2017217737  
Abdullah Alazemi, 217 Welch Ave Unit 201              2017217736  
Ackerman Alicia, 231 Parkrdg Cir                             2017184921  
Ag Leader Technology , 2202 S Rivside3 Dr            2017216288  
Ahn Jae, 827 24th St Unit 31                                    2017217734  
Albright Miles, 1801 20th St                                     2017193737  
Alharmoodi Ahmed, 1417 Mayfld Dr Unit 106         2017217947  
Alkaabi Ahmed, 217 Welch Ave Unit 309                 2017218063  
Almarzouqi Rashed, 1417 Mayfld Dr Unit 106         2017218064  
Anderson Alaine, 216 S Kellogg Ave 2                     2017219287  
Anderson Craig, 1109 S 2nd St                  2017276318  
Anderson Marci, 3206 Kingman Rd                         2017182758  
Baker Matthew, 4830 Mortensen Rd, Apt 309         2017265285  
Baker Sarah, 4020 Marigold Dr                                2017286328  
Benda Lauren, 1518 Idaho Ave                                2017374931  
Benson James, 1422 Walton Dr 206                        2017182707  
Bhat Archana, 3103 Maplewood Rd                        2017246418  
Bowen Qi, 420 S 4th St                                            2017218172  
Braley David, 412 E 6th St #5                                   2017375223  
Brannan William, 1226 Duff Ave                               2017220981  
Brix John, 1217 Delaware #3                                    2017375224  
Burke William, Po Box 723                                       2017280968  
Callison Brett, 2218 Windfld Dr                                2017174461  
Carbrey E, 3313 Morningside St                              2017238017  
Carver Linda, 55529 282nd St                                  2017171433  
Castaneda Viridiana, 4324 Wbrk Dr Unit 21             2017204693  
Championship Productions, 2730 Graham St          2017375594  
Charles Cox Rev Trust , 1710 Stagecoach Rd         2017261661  
Charlton-Halweg Rachel, 17580 550th Ave             2017359470  
Chen Hebing, 1305 Coconino                                  2017348517  
Cheng Zhu, 644 Squaw Crk Dr Unit 39                   2017283332  
Christensen Daniel, 119 Stanton Ave 426               2017179350  
Cit Charters Inc , C/O Dba Midw Coaches Po Box 643    2017221825  
Clark Kay, 3324 Dartmoor Ln                                   2017028365  
Clark Tracy, 3324 Dartmoor Ln                                 2017028366  
Cloud Katherine, 624 Agg                                        2017092056  
Cook Melia, 506 S Franklin Ave Apt 5                      2017237122  
Cui Jin, 6128 Buchanan Murray                               2017171989  
Dalal Vikram, 928 Vermont Cir                                  2017273008  
Dang Dao, 5455 Wilson Lamson                              2017217747  
Danyang Shen, 3426 Orion Dr Unit 230                   2017218140  
Daugherty Eric, 4912 Mortensen Rd #114               2017250258  
Davidson John, 57213 Sand Hl Ln                           2017238329  
Davis Connie, 1413 Illinois Ave                                2017034803  
Deng Shilena, Unit 18 4210 Lincoln Swing St          2017247685  
Dingyu Ding, 2613 Bristol Dr Unit 106                      2017217826  
Encarnacion George, 843 W 190th St.#56               2017237035  
Eye Care Optical Llc , Po Box 888                           2017203207  
Fadel Salmeen, 3732 Tripp St Unit 533                    2017217853  
Fadler Pam, 712 Clark Ave                                       2017081487  
Faelz Corinne, 3115 Roy Ky Ave   134                     2017291735  
Fallon Darrell, 2824 W St Apt 206                            2017276098  
Fan Q, 0570 Beardshear Hall                                   2017251135  
Fears Jessica, 4915 Schubert St                             2017174345  
Fee Hake Jean, Unknown                                        2017187733  
Fejes Kathy, 312 Wilder Blvd                                    2017228185  
Fields Lucy, 1433 Truman Pl                                     2017184949  
Flannery Michael, 149 Music Hall Iowa State Univ  2017265336  
Fouts Jeanetta, 2824 W St Unit 101                        2017263142  
Fox Nathon, 2604 Aspen Rd Unit 4                         2017187735  
Fox Sylvia, 1801 20th St                                          2017193743  
Freund Randy, 2321 Sundown Dr                            2017265482  
Furman Donald, 2200 Hamilton Dr Unit 506            2017282495  
Furry Moon Creations Llc , 800 Pinon Dr Unit 205   2017234274  
Ghost Delane, 2014 Stevenson Dr                           2017218076  
Gillispie Brianna, 4013 Lincoln Swing #40               2017247169  
Gregg Timothy, 1217 Delaware St #9                       2017247174  
Gu Yuxuan, 3019 Oak King Isu                                2017359481  
Guvercin Deniz, 4216 Lincoln Swing Apt 2              2017283061  
Habhab Anthony, 1520 Kentucky Ave                      2017250915  
Habhab David, 843 W 190th St Unit 24                   2017291754  
Hall Thomas, 1422 Walton Dr Apt 104                     2017145575  
Handsaker Linda, 1725 Coolidge Dr                        2017288555  
Haosheng Yu, 3115 Frederiksen Ct                          2017217926  
Happy Chef Story City , Po Box 108 0                     2017228866  
Hardy Tyler, 2112 Lincoln Way                                  2017224708  
Harness Joshua, 1502 Idaho Ave                             2017225508  
Hauser Janean, 3124 Evergrn Rd                             2017283257  
Hawkeye Renewables Llc , 1615 Golden Aspen Dr Ste 108 2017107726  
Heidel Dawn, 1217 Mayfld Dr Unit 10                      2017218507  
Heimerman Randy, 619 Poe Ave                              2017264227  
Hemann Everett, 2821 Bristol Dr                              2017274197  
Herring Tiffany, 2622 Hunt St                                   2017250264  
Hickey Laura, 3911 Maricopa Dr Unit 104               2017263139  
Hinson Dwight, 3817 Fletcher Blvd                          2017288725  
Hollingsworth Andrew, 2523 Aspen Rd Apt 8          2017217255  
Horst Marina, 1621 Burnett Ave                               2017272348  
Howe Elizabeth, 2027 Ferndl Ave                             2017271208  
Hu Fanghao, 2415 Bristol Dr Unit 208                      2017375610  
Huang Yi Ting, 3709 Tripp St Unit 314                     2017375042  
Huffman Diane, 2125 Pr Vw W Apt 101                   2017204746  
Hug Andrew, 3135 Russell Ave                                2017274219  
Hughes Kathleen, Unknown                                     2017023979  
Huinker Jacob C, 318 Welch Ave                             2017359548  
Humphreys Dana, 1006 Lincoln Way Apt 209          2017283253  
Isu Critical Thinkers , 341 Durham Ctr                     2017064324  
Jackson Jamall, 616 Billy Sunday Rd                      2017220854  
Jarboe Laura, 1124 Iowa Ave                                   2017246596  
Jialun Chen, 3720 Tiverton Ct Unit 202                    2017217820  
Johnson Frances, 1307 Coconino Rd Unit 112       2017269842  
Johnson Lucas, 1005 Florida Ave                            2017216660  
Johnson Marilyn, 5120 Schubert St                         2017188892  
Johnson Nigd, 1224 Walton Dr 204                         2017283228  
Josephson Robert, 1210 Nwern Ave                        2017007311  
Keller Crystal, 2101 Oakwood Rd Unit G8               2017174490  
Kelley Karl, 2639 Knapp St 1                                    2017261742  
Kelley Karl, Box Bb Welch Sta                                  2017242453  
Kieves Nina, 3033 Burnham Dr                                2017217282  
Klocke Teresa, 3925 Brkdl Cir                                  2017177914  
Ko Jihun, 3121 Fredericksen Ct                               2017359929  
Koehler Robert, 439 S Maple St. #7                         2017228170  
Kun Qian, 4701 Steinbeck St Unit 4                         2017218031  
L&Hy Trading Lin Yang, 1615 Golden Aspen Dr Ste 101   2017264324  
Lampe Elizabeth, 3115 Roy Ky Av 223                    2017258004  
Lan Wenzhi, 2715 Ferndl Ave Uint 3                        2017224587  
Li Zhe, 3010 Regency Ct  46                                    2017121969  
Lindell Rose A Estate , 224 S Kellogg Ave               2017263792  
Liou Daniel, 215 Raphael Ave Unit 1                        2017224940  
Liu Cara, 133 Beedle Dr #6                                      2017250266  
Lokken-Hopkins Michael, 2504 Lincoln Way Unit 202  2017174667  
Lorenzon Marina, 171 University Vlg Apt F              2017179145  
Lu Ang, 428 Stonehvn Dr Unit 18                             2017247323  
Lucht Adam, 1344 Walton Dr 201                            2017191331  
Luo Jie, 930 S Dakota Ave                                       2017206827  
Luttrull William C, 232 Welch Ave 8                          2017219336  
Mahayni Tamim, 1617 Amherst Dr                           2017207783  
Mallas Mark, 517 E Lincoln Way                              2017247173  
Mang Jing, 510 Billy Sunday Rd Unit 314                2017217766  
Marar Saeed Al, 4212 Wbrk Dr Unit 26                    2017217735  
Marquardt Bryce P, 2511 Aspen Rd 1                      2017219337  
Marshall Marian, 2958 S Dakota Ave                       2017348519  
Mastbergen Grant, 1316 Illinois Ave                        2017047474  
Mc Andrews Neal A, 227 S 5th St 6                         2017219339  
Mcdonald Jennifer, 913 Delaware Ave                     2017247464  
Mckenna Thomas, 1223 Maxwl Ave                        2017359740  
Mckeon Kevin, 2902 Lincoln Way                            2017250263  
Mcquerry Mackenzie, 315 S Franklin                       2017375226  
Meimann Andrew, 3406 Emerald Dr                         2017283206  
Meng Xianglong, 220 Raphael Ave Apt 13               2017250007  
Meyer Allison, 411 Welch Ave                                  2017375227  
Moorman Kristin, 1223 9th St                                  2017203913  
Moove , 3411 Honeysuckle                                     2017283199
Moran Zachary, 1205 Delaware Ave                         2017178371  
Moreland Matthew, 2101 Oakwood Rd Unit 216     2017205633  
Morrison Ryan, 230 Cpus Ave #411                         2017375228  
Muenstermann Benjamin, 2902 Lincoln Way           2017250267  
Murphy Danielle, 419 N Franklin Ave                        2017204777  
Muruhan Son, 903 Pinon Dr Unit 1                           2017217987  
Nelson Margaret, 301 Main St Apt 302                    2017251014  
Nguyen Andrew, 103 Stanton #21                            2017247170  
Nie Jing, 2430 Aspen Rd Unit 201                           2017218209  
Nieweg Jennifer, 1314 Maxwl Ave                            2017263438  
Oscarson Ethan, 7417 Frederiksen Ct.                     2017224415  
Ozbay Ekmel, 1924 Scholl Rd                                  2017348425  
Padalkar Sonal, 321 S 5th St Apt 223                      2017183401  
Pederson Marjorie, 1325 Coconino Rd Apt 212       2017280126  
Pederson Marjorie, 1325 Coconino Rd 101             2017260999  
Peter David, 26924 520th Ave                                  2017226797  
Pichelmann Jake R, 141 Cpus Ave 2                       2017219354  
Prior R C, 1028 Rdgwood Ave                                  2017217379  
Ramirez Igor, 1230 Florida Ave Apt 207                   2017291842  
Redfeild Dorothy, 218 7th St                                     2017227717  
Rental Service Corporation , 2108 E Lincoln Way    2017114267  
Reyon Deepak, 2710 Bristol Dr                                2017179024  
Robinson Matthew, 3403 Tripp St                            2017145162  
Ross Karen, 4022 Stone Brke Rd                             2017171610  
Ruigh Dale, Rr #2 Box 98                                         2017245741  
Rupp Diane, 3613 Annear St                                    2017290499  
S Inc Duale Industrie , Po Box 229                          2017183199  
Sanyun Lin, 4720 Mortensen Rd Unit 304                2017217762  
Sauerdanfoss Inc , 2800 13th St                              2017196985  
Schmalian Joerg, 1916 Mdwln Ave                          2017181791  
Schmidt Rachel, 2311 Aspen Rd  103                      2017219804  
Schneider Erik, 1503 Duff Ave                                  2017202708  
Schroeder Mary, 4108 Ontario                                 2017121065  
Schwartz Margaret, 2418 Kent Ave   123                 2017291858  
Severin Andrew, 1208 Truman Pl                              2017283249  
Sharma Rohan, 112 S Hyland #3                             2017250261  
Shook Adam L, 3726 Tripp St 433                           2017219363  
Slyter Megan, 3324 Tripp St                                     2017174315  
Smith Toran, 403 Jeffrey Ln                                      2017359494  
Soo Hoon Yang, 1214 Florida Ave                            2017218143  
Sorenson Christopher, 1007 Lincolnway Apt 1        2017114271  
Stabel Meredith, 3121 Sycamore Rd                        2017348484  
Steele Andrew, 925 Garfld Ave                                 2017247083  
Stephenson Todd, 1422 Walton Dr Unit 101            2017271671  
Stribe Mary B, 407 S 5th St 110                               2017219367  
Su Bo, 2617 Yorkshire St                                          2017265560  
Su Yongchao, 2707 Luther Dr Unit 11                      2017246638  
Technical Services Inc , Hwy 30 & I-35 57006 241st St 2017184297  
Thompson Heather, 1318 Kellogg                            2017252223  
Thompson Louis, 3902 Arkansas Dr                        2017274912  
Tielong Su, 101 University Vlg Unit I                        2017217781  
Tongtong Shen, 3824 Tripp St Unit 234                   2017217911  
Turcu Anca, Ia State Univ Dept Of Political Science  2017375598  
Van Bredrode Tara, "2321 Bristol Dr, Apt 205"         2017228724  
Van Genderen Cole L, 3230 Lincoln Way                 2017219372  
Van Houweling Cornelius, 2200 Hamilton Dr Apt 709  2017136400  
Vander Boon Leah, 1302 Harding Ave                      2017250259  
Veeramachaneni Meghana, 8327 Wallace Lantz Isu  2017359463  
Walstrom Dawn, 2716 Stange Rd                             2017246463  
Wei Tengjiao, 1224 Walton Dr Ste 206                     2017359489  
Weigel Sharon, 478 W Rivside Rd                            2017244171  
Whorlow Brandon, 919 Garfld Ave                           2017174374  
Wilson Greg, 25331 Sand Hl Trl                                2017291457  
Wilson Cadillac Toyota , 2215 S Duff                        2017359538  
Wilson Toyota , 2212 S Suff                                      2017359539  
Wirth Joyce, 17921  510th Ave                                 2017275367  
Xu Yifan, 4810 Mortensen Rd 210                            2017219383  
Xue Mengwei, 3826 Marigold Dr                               2017219382  
Xuejiao Shi, 1300 Coconino Rd                                2017218217  
Xuejiao Shi, 1300 Coconino Rd Unit 152                  2017217855  
Yifan Jiang, 1443 Wilson Gwynne                             2017218081  
Yu Huaming, 203 E 13th St                                       2017233594  
Yuying Lu, 7217 Frederiksen Ct # 72                        2017218085  
Zainal Abidin, 407 S 5th St Unit 121                         2017217945  
Zhang Qing, 2511 Ferndl #6                                     2017247084  
Zhongqi Zhou, 4225 Frederiksen Ct                         2017217865  
Cambridge
Hughes Randall, Po Box 511                                    2017174076  
Hull Michael, 3525 Ne 166th Ave                             2017174880  
Kamp Michael, 30361 560th Ave                              2017041610  
Mungall William, 1233 N Laurel Ave 109                  2017283205  
Collins
Lafferty Forrest, C/O J Lafferty                                 2017263329  
Lindsay Kennedy , 509 Main St                                2017218927  
Milligan Alice, Rr 1                                                    2017251012  
Olmstead Adam, 303 3rd Ave                                  2017275226  
Colo
Keltner Leona, 69973 190th St                                 2017174362  
Gilbert
Car Lot Of Sioux Land Llc The , 1101 N Lewis Blvd 2017265629  
Johnson David, 17869 Us Hwy 69                            2017181542  
Smith Benjamin, 201 Pr Vw Dr                                  2017179203  
Huxley
Bruner Matthew, 206 Sycamore Blvd                     2017273860  
Burkland Delores, 408 N Park Blvd                     2017251711  
Burkland William, 408 Npark Blvd                      2017280958  
Harms Loren, 30768 Deer Dr                                    2017207773  
Sheldahl Arlin, 54183 320th St                                  2017272275  
Wommack Tessa, 1006 Npark Blvd                          2017179665  
Kelley
Chase James, 911 Hubbell                                       2017252031  
Meredith Lacey, Po Box 174                                     2017242419  
Monsanto Seed , 1551 Hwy 210                               2017237211  
Maxwell
Boley Brooke, 9585 130th Ave Ne                            2017263382  
Yazel Donald, Po Box 75 400 Baldwin St                  2017227091  
Nevada
Bagely Cathy, 505 Ninth St                                       2017286479  
Bell Arnie, 505 Swoods Dr                                        2017184924  
Bochmann Eddie, Po Box 267                                 2017173676  
Boten William, 534 5th St No 4                                 2017244168  
Grasty Sean, 10 Maple Ave 119                               2017043535  
Little Kevin, 1702 3rd St                                            2017036234  
Locker Steven, 1408 W Sixth                                    2017224596  
Montgna Frances, Po Box 333                                2017251013  
Norris Mildred, 10 Maple Ave 123                            2017219945  
Norrris Mildred, 10 Maple Ave  123                          2017188132  
Runneals Millard, 402 5th St Apt 341                       2017243750  
Smith Mark, 23629 600th Ave                                  2017283203  
Starbuck Charles, 1454 W 6th                                  2017042945  
Roland
Davis Orville, 126 S Logan St                                   2017216158  
Frandsen Jack, 13749 590th Ave                             2017220531  
Markwardt Chadwick, 401 E Maple                          2017285945  
Reeder Kathleen, P O  Box 493                                2017069926  
Slater
Douglas Dennis, 605 Marshall St                              2017030564  
Holland Taylor, 622 Grne St                                      2017204744  
Story City
Christian Lois, 812 Cedar St Apt   219                     2017291713  
Conklin Christopher, 528 Pennsylvania Ave             2017220859  
Forster Rodney, 212 Lafayette                                 2017189215  
Gerjects Garry, 903 4th St                                        2017276314  
Henryson Albert, 840 Lafayette Ave                         2017263556  
Hermanson Pete, 522 Story St                                 2017359699  
Smith Ernest, 715 Timberland Dr Apt 205a              2017178406  
Story City Trucking Tow , 54556 120th St                2017193256  
Summers Brian, 703 Elm Ave                                   2017246640  
Torgerson Lowell, 810 Brd St                                   2017174615  
Wahl Nathan, 811 Elm Ave                                       2017263255  
Zearing
Faulner Marsha, 2400 Sw45av 5813863                  2017360585  
Webb Alex, 206 E Garfld St                                      2017204820   
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Reiman Gardens •  1407 University Ave. •  Ames
Fre  “G s M ney” for 
Your Next Trip Home
We’re offering you a $20 Casey’s Gift Card if you do us a favor.  
(And you’ll be a hero to seniors in your hometown!)
WE’RE the editors of Our Iowa magazine, 
and we could use some help. 
We have over a thousand leftover copies 
of our hard-cover book (at left). It’s filled with 
full-color pictures and warm stories shared by 
Iowans. It’s a great “coffee-table book”.
We’re getting ready to do a second edi-
tion of this book. But…what should we do 
with all these leftovers of the first edition? 
We decided people in Iowa retirement fa-
cilities would love paging through this book! 
 So we’re going to give all these copies free to 
retirement facilities across Iowa. 
 But…How Do We Get Them There? We are 
asking you and other ISU students to help us. Instead of paying to ship 
the books, we’ll pay you to take 25 copies to your Iowa community.
 We’ll give you a $20.00 Casey’s gift card…if during your next trip 
home you and/or your parents will drop off copies of these books at 
several senior centers in your home area. The card can be used for gas, 
pizza or snacks at any Casey’s store. (See $100.00 bonus offer below.)
 For Details: Stop at the Reiman Gardens headquarters any time 
between 10 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Mon.-Sat., Oct. 30-Nov. 4. 
 We’ll briefly explain what’s expected of you, then give you a box of 
25 books and the $20.00 Casey’s gift card.  
 $100.00 BONUS! After this program is complete 
on Dec. 1, we will draw three names from all those 
who participated…and those 
three students will receive a 
$100.00 Casey’s gift card!
515/232-0075
$20.00
Gift Card
